A DUKE—AND A DUCK

Henry on Torrens

The event that all have been awaiting has at last arrived. His Royal Highness, Prince Henry, Duke of Gloucester, has come to our fair city of gardens and churches.

Are we going to make a favourable impression on him? That is the vital question. Or is he going to sigh to himself, "Ah! As the majority of these blasted little capitals!" and inwardly swan his head off?

It seems, unfortunately, that the latter is going to be the case; for it is hard to imagine anything more densely dull and conventional than the huts of ducks cluttering everywhere, flag-drill by school children, a sticky civic reception (every detail of which can be accurately forecasted by the most unphilosophical misconspirist), and all the rest of the commonplace proceedings.

At the Empire, His Royal Highness was, as everyone knows, welcomed in a truly spontaneous and entertaining way, which event will probably remain in his mind as the most impressive and interesting experience of the whole voyage.

Can we do something like that in Adelaide? Why not an invitation ceremony on the Torrens? The water is sweet and fresh after the "spring cleaning"—just worthy of a royal invocation. And undoubtedly the people who would carry this out most successfully are the University students. Why shouldn't they? Many a time the Duke has shown that he is a sport—he would thoroughly enjoy it. In fact, he remarked that the young ladies were "very pretty" and even said the same thing again in Adelaide, as he gave him a chance to say something quite different. Give him a chance to say that the University students are a "great lot"—or something equally droll.

AUSTRALIA TO THE DUKE

We may forget a little, being, as we are, South Australians and not the铝ages, and their striving, eager and unimpressed.

Nor shall we care how they were or are we less than our own. Therefore let us rise and salute our guest, Mr. W. Edward, during the next week.
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It seems, unfortunately, that the latter is going to be the case; for it is hard to imagine anything more densely dull and conventional than the huts of ducks cluttering everywhere, flag-drill by school children, a sticky civic reception (every detail of which can be accurately forecasted by the most unphilosophical misconspirist), and all the rest of the commonplace proceedings.

At the Empire, His Royal Highness was, as everyone knows, welcomed in a truly spontaneous and entertaining way, which event will probably remain in his mind as the most impressive and interesting experience of the whole voyage.

Can we do something like that in Adelaide? Why not an invitation ceremony on the Torrens? The water is sweet and fresh after the "spring cleaning"—just worthy of a royal invocation. And undoubtedly the people who would carry this out most successfully are the University students. Why shouldn't they? Many a time the Duke has shown that he is a sport—he would thoroughly enjoy it. In fact, he remarked that the young ladies were "very pretty" and even said the same thing again in Adelaide, as he gave him a chance to say something quite different. Give him a chance to say that the University students are a "great lot"—or something equally droll.

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP

Intending Candidates for the 1935 Rhodes Scholarship are reminded that applications must reach the Secretary of the Committee for Selection, Mr. W. Edward, during the next week.

Candidates must submit the following material:

1. A biographical sketch.
2. Evidence as to degrees taken and honors, and other academic and extra-academic achievements. This evidence should be certified by the Registrar or other responsible officer of the University.
3. A statement by himself as to his general interests and activities (including athletics), his proposed line of study at Oxford, and the character of the work at which he aims in afterlife.
4. A medical certificate.
5. A photograph.
6. References to six persons well acquainted with him, under at least three of whom he must have studied.

Last day of entry: Saturday, October 20.
To HIS ROYAL HIGHTNESS PRINCE HENRY William Frederick Albert, DUKE OF GLOUCESTER, Earl of Ulster and Baron Callanan, Knight of the Order of the Garter, Knight of the Order of the Thistle, Privy Counsellor, Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order.

May it please Your Royal Highness,

WHEREAS His Most Gracious Majesty the King has appointed Your Royal Highness to visit His Majesty's huge subjects in divers of his Dominions beyond the Seas AND WHEREAS it is the intention of the Government of Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland to cause His Royal Highness to visit among such Dominions the State of South Australia in the Commonwealth of Australia AND WHEREAS it is the intention of the University of Adelaide, the State to confer upon Your Royal Highness the degree of Doctor of Laws on the 15th day of October in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four AND WHEREAS the said University will be unable to accommodate in the hall in which the conferring of said degree is to take place AND WHEREAS it is our desire nevertheless to associate ourselves with the evidence of affection which is being given by the people of His Majesty's Dominions beyond the Seas AND in particular by the peoples of the State of South Australia aforesaid NOWN THEREFORE WE hereby as his humiliation solemnly offer to Your Royal Highness a royal welcome to these shores and to this University of Adelaide hereinafter mentioned.

GOD SAVE THE KING!

GOVERNMENT MONEY

Necessary Propressions

We should like to remind people that the Public Library is still in an absurd position. No one seems to have questioned it lately. Perhaps because its value as a library is so rapidly increasing. It is years out of date. The urgent by the Government has been to save the library. It is not a bare bone to pay the staffs of the library. The staffs of the library must be kept in the books, except small private contributions.

This is a vital State Responsibility. We question the spending of £20,000 a year on Parliament Buildings without some proportionate grant to higher education—this in the instance the Public Library. We recognize that it is a step in the right direction to provide a South Australian Centenary to build Parliament House, and we assume that the ceiling of the Exhibition Buildings is as possible. How often are these temporary structures without their generation and become an eyesore in the next?

With the Bonython Hall squandered inside it, the Exhibition Buildings become worse than ever.

One of the next things to hope for is the Metcalf Museum. It is hoped, and partly expected that this may be completed within the next two or three years.

The tentative plans provide, on the ground floor, for a hall to seat 150, various offices and a cloakroom. The first floor will include a Common Room, a library, and a few rooms. For the basement there are plans for a Library Room, and a Gymnasium with full equipment, including showers. All is a big day for the housemates of this University when the M.D. building materializes.

The University becomes much more beautiful with the gardens that are growing up all round it. And even less importantly, what this next step in the building plans will be.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY

Mr. Peter Bonestein

After years kept teaching the violin, Mr. Bonestein was appointed to take charge of the orchestra. He came to Adelaide after being charged as a member of the orchestra for twelve years.

He is the ideal leader of the String Quartet and as a man of technique his place will not be easy to fill.
CIDER, FREE LOVE, HOCKEY

The Aussies On Tour

DRINKING, DINING, DANCING THROUGH NEW ZEALAND.

A Reminiscence.

"... And when you return to Australia we hope that you will take back with you the pleasant memories of New Zealand and the Aussies, and a still further enhanced reputation for bright hockey and good sportsmanship."

At midnight, green-hued, blue-hued, light-hued young gentlemen paraded and danced symmetrically through the streets of Auckland and Wellington, with a spirited samba rhythm at 2 a.m., which carried the Vanderpool-Mayor's memorable toast, "Here's to the Aussies" to the entire city. In the morning, the Aussies were met at the airport by the Mayor of Auckland, who called on them during a luncheon tour of the city. The tour included a visit to the Auckland Museum, a tour of the University of Auckland, and a drive to the beautifully landscaped Waitakere Ranges.

Roto Ru. The team's only real day was a trip to Roto Ru, a volcanic crater. They were greeted with a traditional Maori welcome, and invited to enjoy the lake's natural beauty and the surrounding scenery. The team spent the day fishing and swimming, and captured some of the best photos of their trip.

The Hockey. The hockey was, normally, the first interest of the tour. Four matches were played over the week, and the team pulled down a minimum in fact the more than minimum. The Australians were particularly popular at the tour advanced. The colonial standard of play was marked, the New Zealanders were traditionally strong in this game, and they were often capable of matching New Zealanders. We were impressed with their dedication and enthusiasm.

SUNNYSIDE GAMES

Change is sweet; and it is with pleasure that we, at the advent of summer, give o'er the leather avoid for the buzzy willow, the twinkling rainbow for the spinning blade.

The past winter season has indeed been a pleasant one, though the change to the summer sports is naturally welcomed by all.

RIFLE CLUB

Five stages of the Annual Championship and the 2nd of the 1st round have been completed, and as seen from the scores the competition is keen in both events.

The final stage which will be fixed on Saturday should be full of exciting incidents as the range is 15 yards; and the absence of at least four competitors in each event will depend on every shot fired.

Position and Spaces: possible 40.

CHAMPIONSHIP—Walter, 361; Bomney, 361; Brook, 361; Brooks, 361;

Two Cups: 40;

HUNTING—Walter, 375; Smith, 375; R. E. W. E. 375; McCallum, 375;

ROWING.

At the recent Annual General Meeting of the Australian Rowing Club, it was decided to establish a new rowing club for women in Sydney, with the aim of promoting the sport and encouraging more women to participate. The club will be open to all interested women, regardless of age or previous rowing experience. The first meeting will be held on Sunday, 20th.

BASEBALL

The club finished a most successful season, despite several setbacks early on, when the team was defeated by a rival team. The team went on to win several games, and their dedication and hard work paid off. The team's success was celebrated with a special banquet, attended by family and friends.

PENNANT TENNIS

With the inclusion of a number of new players this year, the Pennant Tennis Club can look forward to a successful year's activity. The District Team has been strengthened by the addition of J. C. Dreyfus and many others.

MacRobertson's

QUALITY IN CHOCOLATES

West, Cape Pines Ltd., Territorial Rd., Adelaide.

CELEBRATE!

Less that 20,000 Sensible!

SWIMMING CLUB DANCE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22

Threeis, 35 single.

Barbara Winterton

Pat Barnet

Pat Salter

and other Members of the Committee.

PAST STUDENTS

Information Bureau

A section is devoted to each issue of the University Bulletin in the being of the ends of past members of the University.

It is felt that the column devoted to this could be improved, and all past graduates and students are invited to send to the Union Office, Mr. Hamilton, any titles of personal note. Mr. Hamilton is prepared to keep a file for such correspondences, and will also be pleased to receive any letters of commendation or praise for his efforts.

Previous the section was depend

important to the students of the University, it is felt that the publication of the Bulletin is a necessity. This is due, in part, to the interest and support of the students, who have been instrumental in making the Bulletin a success.

This is important.